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Outline
* Introduction: chiral symmetry, topology, anomaly, and CME	

!
* In search of CME: stage-I	

!
* The rapidly developing stage-II: 	

        new territory, new theory framework,	

	
     new phenomena, new heavy ion measurements. 	

!
* Summary & Outlook

Recent reviews on the subject:   
Kharzeev, JL, Voloshin, Wang, to appear soon;  
Kharzeev, arXiv:1501.01336, arXiv:1312.3348; 

JL, arXiv:1401.2500; 
Kharzeev, Landsteiner, Schmitt, Yee, arXiv:1211.6245 

Huang, arXiv:1509.04073 
Miransky, Shovkovy, arXiv:1503.00732 



Electricity

Ohm’s Law

We owe a lot to foundation builders of ELECTRICITY, !
which people and society today heavily rely upon.

In just a few 	

hundred years



Hundreds of Years from Now: Quarkicity?

But what else?

Of course we still have the good old Ohm’s Law

How about hot QCD matter, the quark-gluon plasma, !
when probed with E & B fields? 

QGP

Unleashed imagination: QGP put into a thin wire!!
Maybe we shall consider file for a patent of quarkical devices 

~

E or

~

B
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* Spontaneously broken chiral symmetry in the vacuum !

is a fundamental property of QCD
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Chiral Symmetry
* Spontaneously broken chiral symmetry in the vacuum !

is a fundamental property of QCD.

* A chirally symmetric quark-gluon plasma at high temperature!
is also a fundamental property of QCD!

Restored chiral symmetry in QGP allows us to “see” more: 
we can separately look at right- and left-handed quarks!

L = i ̄�µ@µ ! i ̄L�
µ@µ L + i ̄R�

µ@µ R

~

E or

~

B

QGP:  L/R —> V/A 

The R/L sectors respond to E/B fields 	

independently, and differently!  

Jµ = Jµ
R + Jµ

L , Jµ
5 = Jµ

R � Jµ
L



Generalized “Ohm Table” for QGP

* Chiral Electric Separation Effect (CESE) !
[Huang, JL, 2013; Jiang, Huang, JL, 2014;…]

* Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) !
[Vilenkin, 1980; Kharzeev 2004; !
Kharzeev, McLerran, Warringa,2008;…]

* Chiral Separation Effect (CSE) !
[Son, Zhitnitsky,2004;!
Metlitski,Zhitnitsky,2004;…]
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A Chiral QGP?!
* The Chiral Magnetic (CME) is an anomalous transport

P odd !
CP even

P even !
CP odd

In NORMAL environment, this will NOT happen.  
For this to occur: need a P- and CP-Odd environment!

µ5
A (convenient) way to quantify !

IMBALANCE !
in the numbers of !

LH vs RH chiral fermions!
—>!

A CHIRAL QGP!
But how to get that in the 1st place? 



Between RH & LH World…



Between RH & LH World…

Leaping between RH & LH Worlds, you only need a TUNNEL!



All You Need is E-dot-B!

* C_A is universal anomaly coefficient 
*  Anomaly is intrinsically QUANTUM effect

* The “TUNNEL” we need, is provided by E-dot-B, !
thanks to CHIRAL ANOMALY , another fundamental property!
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All You Need is E-dot-B!

* C_A is universal anomaly coefficient 
*  Anomaly is intrinsically QUANTUM effect

* The “TUNNEL” we need, is provided by E-dot-B, !
thanks to CHIRAL ANOMALY , another fundamental property!
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Topological Objects Provide E-dot-B

Lattice QCD  
Visualization

Topological objects in QCD are !
known to exist and play vital roles. !
[e.g. ’t Hooft, hep-th/0010225]

⇠ ~Ea · ~Ba P & CP ODD

[Talks@QM15: J. Xu on semi-Quark-Gluon-Monpole-Plasma; S. Sharma !
on Theta-Fluctuations; R. Larsen on dyons and confinement]



Topological Objects Provide E-dot-B

Two ways of twisting:  
LH vs RH (+ or - |Q|)

# of twisting before gluing:  
topological charge |Q ~ E-dot-B|

The Mobius Strip is a neat example !
to illustrate the gauge field topology. 

real space

color space



Topological Objects Provide E-dot-B

Two ways of twisting:  
LH vs RH (+ or - |Q)

# of twisting before gluing:  
topological charge |Q ~ E-dot-B|

The Mobius Strip is a neat example !
to illustrate the gauge field topology. 

real space

color space

Chirality imbalance    <——>   QCD topological fluctuations!



Initial Field Configurations Provide E-dot-B

There are strong local chromo-E-dot-B in glasma flux tubes.

[Talks@QM15: K. Fukushima on Initial Production in Glasma; 
Y. Hirono on e-by-e simulations of initial conditions]

There are also local Maxwell-E-dot-B in the initial fireball. 



So How Does CME Work?

An intuitive illustration of the Chiral Magnetic Effect
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~B

pB̂

RHLH
✏⌥ µ5

~J
One may recognize strong similarity between CME & anomaly.



So How Does CME Work?

The CME conductivity is !
* fixed entirely by quantum anomaly!
* universal from weak to strong coupling!
* T-even, non-dissipative 

~B

✏

pB̂

RHLH

~B

pB̂

RHLH
✏⌥ µ5

~J

@µJ
µ
5 = CA

~E · ~B

One may recognize strong similarity between CME & anomaly.



Strong EM Fields in Heavy Ion Collisions

• Strongest B field (and strong E field as well)  naturally arises!	

[Kharzeev,McLerran,Warringa;Skokov,et al; Bzdak-Skokov; 	

Deng-Huang; Bloczynski-Huang-Zhang-Liao; Skokov-McLerran; Tuchin; ...]	

• “Out-of-plane” orientation (approximately)

E,B ⇠ �
Z↵EM

R2
A

⇠ 3m2
⇡

[Talks@QM15:X.G. 
Huang on EM fields]



All available in one UNIQUE LABORATORY: Heavy Ion Collisions

strongest magnetic fieldsnontrival gluonic !
configurations

CHIRAL !
QUARKS

with !
quantum !
anomaly

Search for CME in Heavy Ion Collisions



In Search of CME: Stage-I 
(2004 ~~ 2010)



From CME Current to Charge Separation

Data triggered wide !
initial enthusiasm 

[Kharzeev 2004; Kharzeev, McLerran, Warringa,2008;…]

[Voloshin, 2004]

The dipole !
flips e-by-e

[STAR 2009]



Background! Background! Background!
Close examinations revealed that the INTERPRETATION of !
the nice data is complicated by backgrounds. 

[Bzdak, Koch, JL; FQ Wang; Pratt, Schlichting; Teaney, Yan;…]

Out-‐of-‐plane	  projected

In-‐plane	  projected
A pure CME signal	


would look like such



What Does That Mean?

Other terms in the correlator are NOT zero; !
   In particular, B_in and B_out do not cancel out entirely

Several backgrounds were identified: !
! transverse momentum conservation; !
! local charge conservation;  !
! dipolar fluctuations; …!
Mostly FLOW driven, and due to nonzero V2



What Does That Mean?

Other terms in the correlator are NOT zero; !
   In particular, B_in and B_out do not cancel out entirely

It simply means we have to work much harder!!
! * New measurements to separate flow effects and CME !
! * Quantitative modelings for CME+backgrounds!
!
I do NOT know any major heavy ion measurements !
that have NOT suffered from a lot of background issues.

Several backgrounds were identified: !
! transverse momentum conservation; !
! local charge conservation;  !
! dipolar fluctuations; …!
Mostly FLOW driven, and due to nonzero V2



The Rapidly Developing Stage-II 
(2011 ~~ Ongoing Now)



New Territory of CME Search: Table-Top Exp.

See Talk by Qiang Li on CME in Condensed Matter Systems!

Weyl &  
Dirac  

Semimetals

Other interesting ideas: Chiral Pumping Effect; Spin-Orbital 
Coupled Atomic Gases; Anomaly Cooling; Chiral Waves; …

The anomalous transport phenomena are universal phenomena across 
boundaries of disciplines, encompassing a wide range of chiral systems!



Hydrodynamics with Chiral Anomaly

It provides a hydro framework for simulating anomaly effects. 
Initial attempts of applying Chiral-Hydro to heavy ion were made.!
[Hirano, Hirono; Yin, Yee; … ~2012]

Chiral Fluid: Microscopic Quantum Anomaly manifests itself !
as macroscopic hydrodynamic currents!

[Talks@QM15: Y. Hirono; XG Huang; U. Gursoy]

[Son, Surowka, 2009;…]

conservation !
law:

constituent !
relation:

@µJ
µ = CEµBµ@µJ

µ = 0

Jµ = nuµ + ⌫µ

CMECVE



Chiral Kinetic Theory

The Chiral Kinetic Theory framework is under rapid development, 
and will provide the framework for quantitative modeling of 

anomaly effects for early stage of heavy ion collisions!

Chiral fermions out-of-equilibrium: how anomaly shows up?!
[Son, Yamamoto; Stephanov, Yin; Chen, Son, Stephanov, !

Yee, Yin; Gao, Liang, Pu, Wang, Wang;…: 2012~2015]

[Talks@QM15: M. Stephanov on CKT]

Berry !
curvature

* Definite chirality: Spin “rotates” with !
momentum —> Berry Phase!
* CKT: Introducing O(h-bar) quantum effect!
* Correctly accounting for anomaly



A (Very) Partial List of Phe./Exp. Progress

* Phenomenological separation of CME & backgrounds 

* Toward quantitative modelings of CME & backgrounds 

* Looking for related anomalous transport effects!
! ! Chiral Vortical Effects; Chiral Magnetic Wave;…

* Using different colliding systems in contrast

* Strong QED field effects manifested in heavy ion collisions

* ……
[Emphasizing developments after QM14]!
[My apology for works not reflected here] 



Separation of CME & Flow-Driven Background

So-extracted signal: !
* is consistent with CME !
* disappears at low beam energy!
BES-II data will be crucial!

Could one make some sense of 
data by two-component picture?
[Bzdak, Koch, JL, 2012; !
Blocynski, Huang, Zhang, JL, 2013]

[STAR 2014]

H: “CME Signal”!
F: “Flow Driven Background”



Toward Quantitative CME (I)

* The correlators are sensitive to the CME contributions !
* The same-charge correlation is in line with data. 

[Hirono, Hirano, Kharzeev, arXiv:1412.0311]

The first event-by-event anomalous hydro simulations !
with glasma initial conditions for axial charges

[Talks@QM15: Y. Hirono]



Toward Quantitative CME (II)

Using the particle spectra from the SAME VISH hydro, we evaluate 
quantitatively effect from transverse momentum conservation:

[Yi Yin, JL, arXiv:1504.06906]

The first anomalous hydro + (data validated) VISH hydro 
CME simulations, and accounting for backgrounds

[Talks@QM15: XG Huang]

A clear charge separation is seen!

We solve a-hydro current equations (as 
perturbation) on top of bulk viscous hydro:



Toward Quantitative CME (II)

[Talks@QM15: XG Huang]

The messages: !
* B field lifetime ~ 1fm is OK!!
* Needed axial charge realistic!!
* Data consistent with CME!

[Yi Yin, JL, !
arXiv:1504.06906]

Predictions!



Chiral Vortical Effects (CVE)

Proton: B=1, Q=1 !
Lambda: B=1, Q=0 !
Pion: B=0, |Q|=1!
K0s: B=0, Q=0

[Poster@QM15: L. Wen]

[Kharzeev, Son, 2010; …]

VS



Chiral Magnetic Wave (CMW)

* The slope is measured in AuAu and UU, for pions and 
kaons, for v2 and v3, and for varied beam energy !
—> All consistent with CMW expectations. !
* Background contribution? Possible viscous transport of 
initial isospin charge densities? [Hatta,Monnai,Xiao, 2015]

CME + CSE —> gapless collective excitations, the CMW
[Kharzeev, Yee, 2010; Burnier, Kharzeev, JL, Yee, 2011]

CMW predicts specific V2 splitting:



Emergent New Ideas

[Talk@QM15: A. Sadofyev]

* Chiral Drag Force: putting a “stone” in the CME current!

* Chiral Vortical Wave (CVW) 

* Early CME from Fermion Production from Glasma Flux Tubes

[Rajagopal, Sadofyev, 2015; Stephanov, Yee, 2015]

[Poster@QM15: 
Y. Jiang]

[Talk@QM15: K. Fukushima]

[Y. Jiang, XG Huang, JL, 2015]

v = 2Cµ0!/�µ0

[K. Fukushima, 2015]



[QED * QCD] Physics

Measurable“Faraday
” and “Hall” Effects

[Gursoy, Kharzeev, 
Rajagopal, 2015]
[Talk@QM15: 
U. Gursoy]

[Guo,Shi, Xu, Xu, 
Zhuang, 2015]

Early B field 
induced J/Psi V2

[Poster@QM15: X. Guo]

Effects with direct access to B fields are highly desirable!

[Poster@QM15: 
Y. Hirono]

MHD with nontrivial 
interplay of !

fermion helicity !
& magnetic helicity

[Hirono, Kharzeev, 
Yin,  2015]



Measurements with Potential for CME Search

New Proposal of Isobaric Collisions @ RHIC: !
up to 10% variation in B field! [Huang, et al]

* Detailed measurements in pp, pA, dA: !
how about “baseline” measurements for CME search?

* Charge-dependent azimuthal flow in Cu-Au Collisions

* Differential charge balance functions

[Talks@QM15: Small System sessions]

[Talks@QM15: T. Niida; XG Huang]

[Talk@QM15: P. Christakoglou]

All above measurements could be extended for CME search!



Summary & Outlook



Summary
Instead of repeating myself, let me use the following !

to convey the exciting physics of CME in QGP:

A Chiral QGP

Gauge Field !
Topology

Quantum !
Anomaly

Hydrodynamics !
with Anomaly

Chiral Kinetic !
Theory

CME CMW
CVE ……

Look forward to more of you, joining us and filling the “……”



Focused and major efforts: A Chiral Magneto-Hydrodynamics (CMHD) 
simulation for wide beam energy! 

We are at a “critical point” for transitioning from !
! the phase of “new ideas, qualitative estimates, rough trends in exp. data” toward !
! the phase of “quantitative modelings, and experimental validations”.

We are ready to take that up!

Initial conditions: !
for CHARGES!!!!
(flavor-wise & Axial)!
—> need theory/model

Pre-thermal stage: !
important if all effects !
occur early!!
—> need pre-thermal model!
(combined efforts with !
thermalization studies?)

Driving “forces” !
(E,B fields, vorticity)!
—> need precise implementation !
of space and time dependence (M-V-C-A-Hydro)

Hydrodynamic 
evolution: !
—> need to implement 
“in-flight NOISE” of !
C and A charges!
(hydro with C/A 
fluctuations)

Hadronic 
stage: !
—> need to 
understand 
its impact on 
observables 

Outlook: A Well-Defined To-Do List



* Only with ALL THESE we come to full understanding of chiral symmetry!
* Anomalous transport effects manifest a CHIRAL QGP.!
* We need such powerful tool, for exploring the ON and OFF for a chiral QGP.

The fundamental physics goal: !
understanding the CHIRAL SYMMETRY & ANOMALY of QCD 

A Chiral-Symmetric QGP A Chiral-Critical Point A Chiral-Breaking Transition 
lattice validated; !
exp. signals?

In A Wider Perspective


